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Add analytics in section
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can add analytics data in Creatio sections. The dashboards in this case will display on separate dashboard
tabs (Fig. 1). the [ Dashboards ] view (available in all standard sections), or in the [ Dashboards ] section.

Fig. 1 Dashboard tabs in the [ Activities ] section

To create a new dashboard tab:

Click  –> [ Add ] (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Adding a new dashboard

Note. If your company employees use different Creatio localizations, make sure you set up the
dashboards in English (the “base”) localization to enable common access. A dashboard configured in any
other language will not be available for users who work with other Creatio localizations (“cultures”).

To edit, copy or delete a dashboard tab:

Click the needed tab and select the corresponding command of the tab area. The dashboard setup page (Fig. 3)
will open. The page contains the [ Title ] field and the dashboard tile setup area.

Fig. 3 Dashboard setup page with examples of adding dashboard tiles
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Dashboard setup
You can set up a dashboard tile on the dashboard setup page (Fig. 3). You can perform the following operations:

To add a new dashboard tile to the dashboard, click [ + ] in the setup area. Select the type of the tile in the
button menu (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Adding a new dashboard

Add a new dashboard.

Edit the existing tile settings.

Copy the existing tile.

Delete a tile from the dashboard.
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As a result, the corresponding dashboard tile setup page will open. If you need to add a dashboard tile whose
settings mostly repeat those of an existing one, copy the existing tile and change its settings.

To edit, copy, or delete a dashboard tile, select it and click the [ Edit ]/[ Copy/[Delete ]] button below the tile
setup area (Fig. 2). You can also double click a dashboard tile to edit it.

Fig. 2 Copying an existing dashboard tile

ATTENTION. To save the changes after adding or editing a dashboard tile, first save the dashboard tile
itself, and then save the dashboard setup page that contains the tile.

View analytics
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the Creatio analytics to work with static data. Visualize data using charts, metrics, lists and other elements.
For example, you can track the current status of the employees' tasks, display various ratings, etc.
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You can view analytics as follows:

Fig. 1 Opening the [ Dashboards ] view in the [ Activities ] section

Analytical data is visualized via special dashboard tiles, each of which is a separate chart, list or metric (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Dashboard example

Dashboard tiles are placed on dashboard tabs (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 An example of a dashboard tab

In the Dashboards view of Creatio sections (Fig. 1). This view displays the general statistics for the section
records (taking the current filters into account), For example, the number of active opportunities per sales
rep.

On a record page. Here you can view the preliminary configured dashboards by any Creatio record. such as
the number of communications with a contact for current month.

In the Dashboards section. The section displays system-wide analytics based on the data from different
Creatio sections. For example, you can view the list of best employees of the current month.
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The dashboard tiles, their titles and contents are fully customizable. You can add custom dashboard tabs and
populate them with dashboard tiles (Fig. 4). For example, the [ Employees ] tab can display statistics on the
efficiency of your employees, and the [ Tasks ] tab can show information about employees' activities.

Fig. 4 Selecting a dashboard tab

Analyze chart
The “Chart” dashboard tile displays Creatio dynamics and percentages. For example, you can use a chart
dashboard to display distribution of events by types (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Example of a chart
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You can change the data display mode of an existing chart tile.

Use the toolbar buttons at the top-right of the dashboard tile to change the chart type or switch to the list mode.

You can “drill down” a chart element (for example, a pie chart section or a bar chart column) and display its data
as a separate chart or list. To do this, click the necessary chart element.

Note. Changes of the chart view properties made by a user (for example, switching to a list view mode or
changing the chart type) will not be saved when reloading the page. Creatio will only save the changes
made in the list settings.

Learn more about working with charts in the “Set up dashboards” article.

View the chart in the diagram mode

Diagram mode – spline, line, pie, etc. Read more >>>

List mode – record list used as a basis for building a chart. Read more >>>

 – chart menu The menu items vary depending on the dashboard display mode.

 – opens the dashboard tile in the full-screen mode. Click the button again to go back to original size. You
can also close a maximized dashboard by pressing the Esc key on the keyboard.

 – switch back from the list mode to the diagram mode. For instance, you can get back from the list type
to the chart type view mode.
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The diagram mode is the default mode of the “Chart” dashboard tile.

In this mode, the  button menu contains additional menu items:

Fig. 1 Selecting the chart type in the diagram mode

The diagram can display up to 50 values by default. If you have more values, an icon ( ) in the left top corner of
the dashboard notifies you about exceeding the data volume for display. You can click this icon to display all
values.

View the chart in the list mode
A “Chart” dashboard tile can be displayed as a list (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 List mode

Display data – switches the chart to the list view mode.

Change chart type – displays the information for building a chart using another diagram type (Fig. 1).
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To switch to the list mode, use the Display data item from the  menu or from the chart element menu.

Fig. 2 Switching to the list mode of the “Promotion” element.

In the list mode, you can:

To switch back to the chart mode, use the [ Display chart ] command (Fig. 3) or click the  button.

Fig. 3 Returning to the chart mode

To display all chart data in the list mode, click  button and select [ Display data ].

To display the data of a specific chart element (a section or a column) in the list mode, click the element and
select [ Display data ] in the opened menu (Fig. 2).

Set up the columns. Read more >>>

Sot data by the displayed columns.

Export data to Excel. Read more >>>
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Drill down the chart
You can bring up additional information about any chart element, such as a column, an area, or a segment. For
example, when analyzing a chart, which displays employees by departments, you can “drill down” the R&D
department and display the number of positions in the R&D department.

Any element of the new chart can be “drilled down” as well. For example, you can display how developers are
grouped by their role in decision-making.

To “drill down” a chart element:

Click the needed chart element.1.

Select a chart type in the menu (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 The chart menu. Changing the chart view

2.

In the opened window, specify the column the chart should be based on, for example, the “Job” column of the
current object.

3.
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Analyze gauge
The “Gauge” dashboard tile (Fig. 1) displays a metric in relation to an arbitrary scale. For example, use this
dashboard tile to display the number of conducted meetings of a manager if the desired rate is known. You can
also use it to monitor the balance between the planned and actual number of calls an agent is required to make
per day.

Fig. 1 “Gauge” dashboard tile

On the color scheme, the red interval displays the undesirable level of values, yellow – the satisfactory level and
the green one display the desirable level. The color of the gauge circle depends on the interval that the current
value is in.

Gauges can display the following data types:

Learn more about working with the gauge in the “Set up dashboards” article.

Analyze list
The “List” dashboard tile (Fig. 1) displays Creatio information as a list with the specified number of records.

Fig. 1 Example of a list

As a result, the dashboard tile will display how the employees of the R&D department are grouped by
positions.

Click the  button of the dashboard tile to return to the previous chart.

The total number of either all or filtered records of Creatio object, for example, the number of calls per
manager a day.

Minimum or maximum value of a numeric field, for example, minimum or maximum call duration.

Sum or the average value of a numeric field, for example, the total amount of paid invoices.
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The list displays records of a particular object with custom filter and sorting settings.

If any of the columns is a primary column for displaying in the object, its values become links to the
corresponding records. For example, a primary column for the “Activity” object is the [ Title ] column. Thus,
activity titles will be displayed as links to the corresponding activity pages. The column titles in the “List”
dashboard tile correspond to Creatio column titles.

To manage how the data are viewed, use the toolbar buttons located at the top-right of the dashboard tile.

Note. You can also close a maximized dashboard by pressing the Esc key on the keyboard.

By default, the list contains the number of records that was specified in the [ Number of records ] field on the
[ Display options ] tab of the “List” dashboard setup page. Clicking the “Show more” link will expand the
dashboard tile to your entire browser window and automatically load additional records to the list.

Learn more about working with lists in the “Set up dashboards” article.

A pivot table is a view option provided for the dashboards of the “List” type (Fig. 2). It displays data as a table
with grouping fields in its rows and columns. The intersected cells display the calculated summary data. You can
use the pivot tables to analyze sales by region or employees.

Fig. 2 Pivot table

 – list menu. Use the [ Export to Excel ] menu command to export list in Excel. The [ Show as multi-line text
] or [ Sow as single line text ] menu commands enable you to set up the text display mode on the list
dashboard tile.

 – opens the dashboard tile in the full-screen mode. Click the button again to go back to original size.

The [ Show more ] link enables viewing all the available data if their number exceeds the number displayed on
the dashboard tile.
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Attention. The pivot tables only work in the current versions of Chrome, Firefox and Safari browsers.

Learn more about working with pivot tables in the “Set up dashboards” article.

Analyze pipeline
The “Sales pipeline” and “Full pipeline” dashboards are available in the Sales Team Creatio and Sales Enterprise
Creatio products. Learn more about analyzing successful sales and planning future opportunities in the “Work
with sales pipeline” article.

These dashboards are not types of the “Pipeline” diagram of the “Chart” dashboard and are configured
separately.

Analyze full pipeline
This dashboard tile is used to analyze sales dynamics by stage, starting with lead registration and up to closing of
the corresponding opportunity (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 The “Full pipeline” dashboard tile
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The diagram element height corresponds to the number of leads and opportunities that are currently at the
corresponding stage. The list of stages displayed on the diagram can be configured in the [ Lead stage ] and the
[ Opportunity stages ] lookups.

The full pipeline has its own quick filter, which you can use to display data for a certain period of time, e.g., for the
current month. You can find more information about the quick filter in the “Quick filter“ article.

The full pipeline can display data in the following views:

Number of records view displays how the leads and the registered opportunities that started during the
specified time are grouped by stages by the end of that period.
For example, of all leads that were registered during the specified period, only 150 have reached the
[ Qualification ] stage by the end of the period. Thus, the pipeline will display 150 leads at the [ Qualification ]
stage.

Stage conversion rate displays the percentage of leads and opportunities that have advanced to a higher
stage during the specified time.
For example, there were 20 opportunities at the [ Contracting ] stage during the specified period. If by the end
of the specified period 10 out of these 20 opportunities have advanced to a stage higher than the
[ Contracting ] stage, the stage conversion rate will be 50%.

Pipeline conversion displays the percentage of leads/opportunities at a certain stage, during the specified
period against the total number of leads that started during this period.
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Learn more about working with full pipelines in the “Set up dashboards” article.

Analyze sales pipeline
The “Sales pipeline” dashboard tile is primarily designed to analyze sales dynamics by stage (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Sales pipeline

The diagram element height corresponds to the number of current opportunities at the corresponding stage. The
list of stages displayed on the diagram is configured in the [ Opportunity stages ] lookup. Opportunities with
”Closed lost”, ”Closed won”, ”Closed rejected” and ”Closed rerouted” statuses are not taken into account in the
pipeline.

The sales pipeline has its own quick filter, which you can use to display data for a certain period of time, for
example, for the current month. You can find more information about the quick filter in the “Quick filter“ article.

The sales pipeline can display data in the following views.

For example, 100 leads were registered during the specified period, 5 out of these 100 leads reached the
[ Closed won ] stage. Consequently, the [ Closed won ] stage conversion makes up 5% against the total
number of registered leads.

Number of opportunities displays how the opportunities that started during the specified time period are
grouped by stages by the end of that period.
For example, 15 opportunities started during the selected period on the [ Proposal ] stage. Thus, the pipeline
will display 15 opportunities at this stage.

Stage conversion rate displays the percentage of opportunities that have moved from a stage to a higher
stage during the specified time period.
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Learn more about working with sales pipelines in the “Set up dashboards” article.

Add analytics on the record page
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can configure displaying of dashboard tiles on any record page tab or in the record profile. The following
types of dashboards are available on record pages:

The analytics can be added on the section record page using the section wizard or detail wizard.

Note. The settings of dashboard tiles on record pages are similar to those of the corresponding regular
tiles You can find more information about the setup in tile descriptions.

Case. Create a chart that would display dynamics of communications with the customer on the [ History ]
tab of the contact page.

For example, there were 20 opportunities at the “Contracting” stage within the selected period. If 10 out of
these 20 opportunities have moved to a higher stage than the [ Contracting ] stage by the end of the selected
period, the [ Contracting ] stage conversion rate is 50%.

Pipeline conversion displays the percentage of opportunities at a certain stage, during the specified period
against the total number of opportunities that started during this period.
For example, 100 opportunities started during the selected period and 55 of them passed the [ Presentation ]
stage, so the monthly conversion rate of the [ Presentation ] stage is 55%.

Chart.

Metric.

Gauge.

Web page.

 In the [ View ] menu of the contact page, select the Open section wizard action.1.

Open the page designer by clicking the Page button on the wizard navigation panel (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Page designer

2.

Click the [ History ] tab (the one that will display the diagram) on the right side of the wizard panel (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Switching to the [ History ] tab

3.
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Add a new field group, which will contain the diagram by clicking the New filed group button at the bottom
of the page. Locate the field group at the top of the [ History ] tab page.

Note. If you need to add analytics on a page detail, use the detail wizard instead of the section wizard.

4.

Expand the “Add widget” block and select a dashboard tile. In this case, it is the “Chart” tile. Drag it on the
tab (Fig. 3). Areas, where you can add the chart, will be highlighted in blue.

Fig. 3 Adding a chart on the contact page

5.

On the opened setup page (Fig. 4), specify parameters for the chart with two series that would display the
number of calls and emails of the contact for the current month. Set the parameters as follows:

6.

[ Title ] – “Calls and emails for the current month”.a.

[ Object ] – for the first series, it is the “Call” object, and for the second series, it is the “Activity” object.b.

[ Function ] – “Count”.c.

[ Chart type ] – “Line”.d.

Grouping by the “End date” column for calls and the “Due” column for activities.e.

Configure filters. Specify the “End date = Current month” for calls. Specify two conditions for activities:
“Type = Email” and “Due = Current month”.

f.

Associate the object with the section by the “Id” column of the “Contact” object.g.

Save your settings.h.
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Fig. 4 Setting up the “Calls and emails for the current month” chart
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As a result, the chart showing the dynamics of communications with the contact for the current month will be
displayed on the contact page (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Record page with a configured dashboard tile

Note. You can display the data used for building the chart as a list. Read more >>>

 More information about the “Chart” dashboard configuration is available in the Set up dashboards article.

For correct displaying of the data, adjust the size of the chart (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Resizing the chart

7.
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Set up dashboards
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

After you add a dashboard tile in section or on a records page, you can start setting up dashboards. In Creatio,
you can use different types of dashboards to solve your analytical business tasks:

Note. If your company employees use different Creatio localizations, make sure you set up the
dashboards in English (the “base”) localization to enable common access. A dashboard configured in any
other language will not be available for users who work with other Creatio localizations (“cultures”).

Set up chart
The “Chart” dashboard tile displays Creatio dynamics and percentages. For example, you can use a chart
dashboard to display distribution of events by types (Fig. 1).

You can learn more about chart analysis in the “View analytics” article.

Chart displays information on dynamics and/or percentages, such as monthly sales dynamics or distribution
of customers by industry. Read more >>>

Metric displays a single numeric value, for example, the total number of current employees. Read more >>>

List displays a list of Creatio records with specific settings, such as displayed columns, filter, sorting and
record limit. For example, the list can display top 3 efficient employees of your company. Read more >>>

Pivot table is a view option provided for the dashboards of the “List” type. It displays data as a table with
grouping fields in its rows and columns. The intersected cells display the calculated summary data. Read
more >>>

Widget enables to apply additional widgets set up by a developer, such as exchange rate or weather widgets.
Read more >>>

Gauge displays a single numeric value (much like “Metric” tiles) on a custom scale, which shows whether the
value is “good” (green), “average” (yellow) or “bad” (red). This type of tile is great for displaying KPIs, such as
average duration of employee’s calls, number of uncompleted activities, etc. Read more >>>

Web page displays a web page as a dashboard tile. For example, you can add a search engine page, an
online currency converter or your corporate website page to a dashboard tab. Read more >>>

Sales pipeline helps to analyze transition of Creatio opportunity records through stages (i.e. how many
opportunities have moved from the “Qualification” to the “Presentation” stage, etc.) during a specific period of
time. This dashboard tile is available in Creatio products that contain the [ Opportunities ] section. Read
more >>>

Full pipeline helps to analyze the complete life cycle of a customer need in Creatio by tracking both the lead
and opportunity stages based on the lead conversion through stages within one pipeline (i.e. how many
customer needs have gone all the way from the lead “Qualification” stage to the “Closed won” opportunity
stage) during a specific period of time. This dashboard tile is available in Creatio products that contain the
[ Opportunities ] section. Read more >>>
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Fig. 1 Example of a chart

Chart setup procedure
Specify the chart parameters on the setup page (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Chart setup page
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Populate the fields in the upper part of the page:1.

Title – the chart name that will be displayed on the dashboard tile. The field is required.a.

X-axis label and Y-axis label – the labels of X and Y-axes that will be displayed on the chart. These fields
are only displayed for the charts that contain axes (“spline”, “line”, “area chart” and “scatter chart”).

b.

Populate the fields on the What to display detail:2.

Object – Creatio object (section, detail or lookup) whose records you want to use for building the chart. For
example, to calculate the average call duration (calls are activities of the “Call” category), select the “Activity”
object. The field is required.

1.

Function – the type of value that should be displayed on the chart. The field is required. The following values
can be used:

2.

“count” – the value is used to build a chart by the number of records in the selected Creatio object. For
example, you can calculate the number of activities of each type.

“maximum”, “minimum”, and “average” – the values calculated by numeric column (or a date column with
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Fig. 2 Setting up the [ What to display ] field group for a chart

the exception of the “average” function) in the specified object. For example, you can calculate the average
duration of employee activities.

“sum” – the sum of values of the specified numeric column of the selected object. For example, you can
calculate the employee's total activity duration for a week.

Column – the column to be used in the calculation. The list includes numeric columns and date columns.
For example, specify the “Duration (minutes)” value to calculate the average call duration by managers
(Fig. 2). This field is not displayed if the “count” value is selected in the [ Function ] field. In the rest of
cases, it is a required field.

Chart type – the type of the chart: “Bar chart”, “Pie chart”, etc. The field is required.

With stacked – select the checkbox to display the chart with total sums of certain “stacked” values. A
“with stacked” chart displays the result of calculations as a total sum of separate data types represented
by the chart columns. The size of each column depends on the value of a corresponding data element. This
chart type may be useful if you need to compare both, the total sums and separate values of data. For
example, the chart can simultaneously display the opportunity amount at each stage by different
employees or the contribution of each stage in the total sum.
The [ With stacked ] checkboх displays for the “Column” and “Bar” chart types. If you set up a chart with
several series, the “With stacked” checkbox will apply to all the series. If you select this checkbox for one
series of the chart, it will automatically be selected for all the series of the chart with the “Column” and
“Bar” types. Similarly, if you deselect it in one of the series, it will be automatically deselected for all the
chart series.

Show legend – select the checkbox to display the legend for the chart. The legend displays the chart color
and the text entered in the [ Index number caption ] field at the top of the configured dashboard. If the
[ Index number caption ] field is not populated, the legend displays the name of the object that was used to
configure the dashboard.
The [ Show legend ] checkbox displays for the following chart types: “Spline,” “Line,” “Area,” “Scatter,”
“Column,” or “Bar.”

Populate the fields on the How to group detail:3.

Column – the column to group the chart values by (each value in this column will be represented as a
separate chart element – bar, sector, etc.). The field is required. For example, to calculate the number of
new activities within a specific time period, specify the “Created on” value. You can group data by any
column of the selected object.

a.

Format – the format of dates that will be displayed on the chart, for example, “Week” or “Month & Year”.b.
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This field is displayed if the date value is selected in the [ Column ] field in the [ How to group ] block. For
example, to see the number of new activities by months, specify “Month and year” in the [ Format ] field
and “Created on” in the [ Column ] field (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Setting up the [ How to group ] field group for a chart

Use empty value – if the checkbox is selected, the chart will include the records, whose grouping column is
not populated (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 “Opportunities by category” chart including empty values

1.
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Populate the fields on the How to sort detail:2.

Sort by – the value to sort chart areas by. For example, the values in the “Activities by owner” chart are
grouped by the [ Owner ] field, with each chart block representing a certain number of activities. Select “By
grouping field” to sort chart areas alphabetically (in this case by the [ Owner ] field) or select “By selection
result” to sort chart areas by number of activities.

a.

Sorting order – the sorting order for the chart areas (by the values selected in the [ Sort by ] field) in
ascending or descending order (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Setting up the [ How to sort ] detail for a chart

b.
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Specify the filtering conditions on the How to filter detail:

Use the standard filter area to filter the chart data. For example, to create a chart that displays how contacts
were added within the specified time period, specify the needed period in the filter conditions, for example,
“Created on = Current month” (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Setting up the [ How to filter ] detail for a chart

The filter becomes available when the [ Object ] field is populated.

Note. You can find more information about the advanced filter in the “Advanced filter “ article.

3.

Populate the fields on the How to associate with section data detail:

Connect ... object with ... section by field – select a chart object column in this field if you want to
display the data according to the section filters. If you leave this field unpopulated, the applied section filters
will not affect the chart data. The field will be populated automatically if you configure dashboards for the
object of the current section. The field is displayed if the [ Object ] field is populated, but it is not displayed
when you set up a metric in the [ Dashboards ] section.

You can connect a chart to section records in a number of ways.

4.

The chart is built based on the records of the current section (the chart object corresponds to the section
object). For example, when creating a chart in the [ Activities ] section, you select “Activity” in the [ Object ]
field. In this case, the connection field is populated automatically with the [ Id ] column.

Fig. 7 Connecting a chart to a section by the “Id” field

a.

If you select the [ Id ] column in the field (Fig. 7), the chart will be built based on the records that
correspond to the filter conditions specified in the section. For example, if you apply a filter to the
[ Activities ] section list so that only completed activities are shown, the “Activities by owner” chart will
display only the information related to the completed activities.
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If you clear the connection field, the chart will display the information for all section records, regardless of the
set filter conditions.

Fig. 8 Connecting a chart to a section by the “Owner“ field

1.

The chart is based on the records from another section (the chart object is different from the section
object). For example, there is an “Activities by owner“ chart added to the [ Contacts ] section to display
number of activities by owner. The chart object columns available for selection in the [ Connect… ] field are
filtered according to the current section object (in this case, the available columns will be [ Contact ],
[ Owner ], [ Created by ], etc.).

If you populate the [ Connect… ] field (Fig. 8), the chart will use only records that are connected to the
section records via the specified column. Then, if you set a filter in the [ Contacts ] section, the chart will
only display the information related to the activities whose owners are displayed in the section. Or you can
select the “Author“ column – in this case, the chart will only display the information related to the activities
added by the specified contacts.

If you leave the connection field unpopulated, the chart will display the information for all records of the chart
object, regardless of the section filter conditions.

1.

The chart data may not be related to the section data at all (in this case, the [ Connect… ] field should also be
left empty). For example, you can add the “Activities by owner” chart to the [ Knowledge base ] section.

2.

Populate the fields on the How to display detail:3.

Format] – the display format for the metric. The display format is set up in a separate window. To open the
window, click . Specify the accuracy of the fractional part of the numeric indicator, i.e. the number of
digits after decimal point. For example, set the “1” value to display the metric number with one digit after
decimal point. To display the digit without the fractional part, set the number of digits to “0”.

a.

If the chart has more than one series, you can specify the rounding parameters for each chart series
separately.

b.

Style – select the color of the dashboard tile title and chart elements.c.

Х-Axis label, У-Axis label – you can specify labels for X- and Y-Axes for each chart series. These fields
(Fig. 9) are only displayed for the charts that contain axes (“spline,” “line,” “area chart,” and “scatter
chart”).

d.

Index number caption – you can specify the text that will display at the top of the dashboard for each
chart series.
The field displays for the following chart types: “Column,” “Bar,” “Pie,” and “Pipeline.”

Fig. 9 Example of setting up the [ How to display ] group of fields for the “Spline,” “Line,” “Area,” and “Scatter” chart types

e.
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Note. If you populate both the [ X-axis label ], [ Y-axis label ] as well as [ Х-Axis label of series ] and [ У-Axis
label of series ] fields, a single-series diagram will display the values of the [ X-axis label ] and [ Y-axis label ]
fields.

Displaying several series on a chart
You can display several sets of data called “series” on your chart. For example, you can display meetings and
calls of employees on separate series (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Example of a chart with two series

To add series to a chart:

[

In the  button menu of the chart setup page, select the Add series command.1.

On the new series tab, populate the required fields and save the page.2.

Save the chart setup page and the dashboard setup page that contains the chart.

As a result, the chart will display the new data series.

If one of the series contains a chart that is not compatible with other series, Creatio will use the first selected
chart type for all series. For example, if you select a “Line” chart for the first series and a “Bar” chart for the
second series,  both charts will be displayed as a “Line” chart (Fig. 2).

If you select the [ With stacked ] checkbox in one of the series of the “Column” or “Bar” chart type, it will be
automatically selected for all the series of the corresponding “Column” or “Bar” chart. In this case, the chart
will display as a column chart with stacked or a bar chart with stacked.

Fig. 2 Chart compatibility

3.
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To copy series and create a new series with similar setting:

To delete series:

Set up metric
The “Metric” dashboard tile (Fig. 1) displays a calculated numeric value or a date according to specific Creatio
data, for example, total number of employees per department.

Fig. 1 Example of a metric

Select the series tab you want to copy.1.

In the  button menu of the chart setup page, select the [ Copy series ] command.2.

Save the chart setup page and the dashboard setup page that contains the chart.

As a result, the chart setup page will display the copy of the series that was previously added to the chart.
Change the needed series settings, e.g., a column that will be used for calculations, the data display period,
etc.

3.

Select the series tab you want to delete.1.

In the  button menu of the chart setup page, select the [ Delete series ] command.2.

Save the chart setup page and the dashboard setup page that contains the chart.3.
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Metrics can display the following data types:

Specify the metric parameters on the setup page.

The total number of either all or filtered records of a system object, for example, the number of all Creatio
contacts.

Minimum or maximum value of a numeric field or a date field, for example, minimum or maximum call duration.

Sum or the average value of a numeric field, for example, the total amount of paid invoices.

Populate the Title field – the name that will be displayed on the dashboard for this tile.1.

Populate the fields on the What to display detail:2.

Object – Creatio object whose data must be displayed in the metric. The field is required.1.

Function – the type of value that should be displayed on the tile. The field is required. The following values can
be used:

Fig. 2 Setting up the [ What to display ] detail for a metric

2.

“count” – number of object records, for example, total number of employee records in Creatio.

“sum” – the sum of values by column, for example, total duration of employees' calls.

“average”, “minimum”, “maximum” – respective values by column, for example, the average duration of
employees' calls (the “average” function is not available for date fields).

Column – the column to be used in the calculation. The field is required. The list includes numeric columns
and date columns. For example, specify the “Duration (minutes)” value to calculate the average duration of
calls by managers (Fig. 2). This field is not displayed if the “count” value is selected in the [ Function ] field.

Specify the filtering conditions on the How to filter detail:

Use standard filter to select records for calculation of the metric value. For example, you can display the
average duration of calls made by employees for the previous month only via the following filter conditions:

3.
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In the Text field of the format window, specify the text that will be used for a number in the metric. For

“Created on = Previous month” (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Setting up the [ How to filter ] detail for metric

The filter is available if the [ Object ] field is populated.

Note. You can find more information about the advanced filter in the “Advanced filter “ article.

Populate the fields on the How to associate with section data detail:

Connect ... object with ... section by field – populate the field if you want to display the data only for
records currently displayed in the section list. If you leave this field empty, the filters applied in the section will
not be considered when calculating the indicator value. The field is displayed if the [ Object ] field is populated,
but it is not displayed when yo uset up a metric in the [ Dashboards ] section.

Different cases of using this field are covered in the “Chart” dashboard tile description.

4.

Populate the fields on the How to display detail:5.

Style – the color of the title and metric value.a.

Font size – the metric text size – “Default” or “Large”.b.

Format] – the display format for the metric. The display format is set up in the additional window (Fig. 4).
To open the window, click .

Fig. 4 Metric display format window

c.
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example, if the metric should be “Total employees: 513”, where 513 is the actual calculated metric, enter the
following value in the [ Text ] field: “Total employees: {0}”. If the format should be “513 employees”, enter the
mask value: “{0} employees”

Note. If you insert the variable incorrectly, the numeric value will not be displayed on the tile. To restore
the variable, clear the field and save changes in the window.

In the Number of digits after decimal points field, specify the accuracy of the fractional part of the
metric. For example, set the “1” value to display the metric number with one digit after decimal point. To
display the digit without the fractional part, set the number of digits to “0”.

Set up gauge
The “Gauge” dashboard tile (Fig. 1) displays a metric in relation to an arbitrary scale.

Learn more about working with the gauge in the “Set up dashboards” article.

Fig. 1 “Gauge” dashboard tile

Specify the metric parameters on the setup page. The settings of the “Gauge” dashboard tile are similar to
setting up the “Metric” dashboard tile, but you need to additionally set up the scale to measure the calculated
value against. To do this:

Open the [ How to display ] field group on the gauge setup page.1.

In the Style field, specify the color of the gauge title.2.

In the Display order field, select “The more the better“ or “The less the better“.

The display order determines the order of “good”/”average”/”bad” segments on the gauge scale. In the first
case the red interval will be displayed on the left, in the second case - on the right.

3.

On the gauge scale (Fig. 2), specify:4.

The first two fields on the gauge scale determine the minimum and maximum values of the first segment
(red or green, depending on the value in the [ Display order ] field).

a.

The third value determines the maximum value that falls into the second (yellow) segment.b.

The fourth value determines the maximum value that falls into the third segment (red or green, dependingc.
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Set up list
The “List” dashboard tile (Fig. 1) displays Creatio information as a list with the specified number of records.

You can learn more about list analysis in the “View analytics” article.

Fig. 1 Example of a list

Specify the metric parameters on the setup page.

on the value in the [ Display order ] field).

Fig. 2 Example of gauge scale setup

Specify the accuracy of the fractional part of the numeric indicator, i. e., the number of digits after decimal
point, in the Format field. For example, set the “1” value to display the metric number with one digit after
decimal point. To display the digit without the fractional part, set the number of digits to “0”.

The display format is set up in a separate window. To open the window, click  in the [ Format ] field.

Once all fields on the [ How to display ] field group are populated, the gauge preview will be displayed.

Note. The “Gauge” dashboard tile now displays big numbers with separators in accordance with the
user culture.

5.

Fill out the fields in the upper part of the page:1.

Title – the name that will be displayed on the dashboard for this tile. The field is required.a.

Object – Creatio object whose records are displayed in the list. The field is required.b.
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The filter is only available if the [ Object ] field is populated.

Note. You can find more information about the advanced filter in the “Advanced filter “ article.

On the Column setup tab, set up the columns that will be displayed on the tile. The column setup is
performed as per standard procedure.

Note. Column setup area is only available if the [ Object ] field is populated.

2.

Set up the data display conditions on the Display options tab. To do this:3.

Populate the fields on the How to sort detail:

Fig. 2 Example of the [ How to sort ] field group setup in the “Top 10 overdue tasks”

1.

Number of records – the number of records that will be displayed in the list (Fig. 2).

Sorting order – the order in which the values are displayed in the list by the column selected in the
[ Sorting column ] field.

Sorting column – the column used for sorting records in the list. You can select columns added on the list
column setup page.

Populate the fields on the How to filter detail:
Use standard filter to select the records that will be displayed in the list. For example, to display the overdue
activities, set up the “Due < Current hour” and “Status=Not started; In progress” filters (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Example of the [ How to filter ] field group setup in the “Top 10 overdue tasks”

1.

Populate the fields on the How to associate with section data detail:

Connect ... object with ... section by field – populate the field if you want to display the records
connected to the currently displayed section records. If you leave this field empty, the filters applied in the

1.
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Set up pivot table
A pivot table (Fig. 1) is a view option provided for the dashboards of the “List” type. It displays data as a table
with grouping fields in its rows and columns. The intersected cells display the calculated summary data. You can
use the pivot tables to analyze sales by regions or employees.

You can learn more about pivot table analysis in the “View analytics” article.

Fig. 1 A “pivot table” dashboard tile view

Attention. The pivot tables only work in the current versions of Chrome, Firefox, Safari and Edge
browsers.

Example. Calculate the summary budgets of direct and partner sales by owners and accounts.

To calculate the summary budgets:

section will not affect the records in the “list” dashboard. The field is displayed if the [ Object ] field is
populated and is not available in the [ Dashboards ] section.

Different cases of using this field are covered in the “Chart” dashboard tile description.

Populate the fields on the How to display detail:
Style – color of the dashboard tile title. The field is required.

Set a “list” dashboard and specify all columns, whose values you need to display on the Column setup tab.
In our example, these are the following columns:. [ Type ]; [ Owner ]; [ Account ]; [ Budget ] (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Setting up list columns

1.
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Click the [ Pivot table settings ] tab and drag the needed columns from the All dimensions block to the
corresponding blocks (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Setting up a pivot table

2.

The Group rows block enables grouping the columns in pivot table rows. The higher the column is placed in
the block, the higher the grouping level. To change the level of grouping, drag the column to the needed place
in the block. In our example, drag the [ Type ] and [ Owner ] columns to the [ Group rows ] block.

Note. You can set up a pivot table with an unlimited number of rows, however, only 10 000 rows can
be displayed at a time. To see all the rows, restructure the table by deleting some of the levels that are
less important.

1.
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The Group columns block enables grouping by columns in a pivot table. The higher the column is placed in
the block, the higher the grouping level. To change the level of grouping, drag the column to the needed place
in the block. In our example, drag the [ Account ] column to this block.

Note. The pivot table can display no more than 250 columns at a time. If your table contains more
columns, try changing the display format to include fewer levels or set a filter condition.

Fig. 4 Setting up the calculation function of a column

To place a column in another block, drag it using the mouse. You can also delete the column by clicking 
 and drag it back to the needed block from the [ All dimensions ] block.

2.

The Measures block enables calculating the amount or the number of values by column. By default,
Creatio calculates the amount for numeric columns and the number for other column types.
To change the value calculation function, click  for the needed column. As a result, a window for selecting
the calculation function will open (Fig. 4). Select the function and click [ Save ]. In our example, drag the
[ Budget ] column to this block and set its calculation function to “Amount”.

Click [ Save ].

As a result, a pivot table will display. You will be able to change the grouping of rows, columns and values if
needed. Drag the columns to the needed blocks using the mouse, the table will restructure automatically.

Note. To display a “List” dashboard in the regular view instead of the pivot table view, delete the column
names from the [ Group rows ], [ Group columns ], and [ Measures ] blocks on the [ Pivot table settings
] tab by clicking .

3.
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Set up widget
The “Widget” dashboard tile is used to display pivot information and analytics of static data from the Creatio
sections as additional graphical modules, e.g., exchange rate widget .

You can specify the following parameters on the widget setup page (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 Widget setup page.

Adding and setting up widgets are performed as part of developer customization. Learn more in the “Adding a
custom dashboard widget” article of the development guide.

Set up full pipeline
This dashboard tile is used to analyze sales dynamics by stage, starting with lead registration and up to closing of
the corresponding opportunity (Fig. 1).

You can learn more about full pipeline analysis in the “View analytics” article.

Fig. 1 Full pipeline

Module – a software widget module to display on the dashboard.

Module parameters] – parameters to be passed to the selected module.
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Full pipeline setup procedure
Specify the full pipeline parameters on the setup page:

Set up the sales pipeline
The “Sales pipeline” dashboard tile is primarily designed to analyze sales dynamics by stage (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 The [ Sales pipeline ] tab

Populate the Title field – the name that will be displayed on the dashboard for this tile.1.

Specify the filtering conditions on the How to filter detail:

Set up a filter for selecting the leads to include in the full pipeline. For example, you can display the conversion
dynamics of leads registered from a landing page or leads of a particular customer need type.

2.

Specify the filtering conditions on the How to filter opportunities detail:

Set up a filter for selecting the opportunities to include in the full pipeline. For example, you can display the
dynamics of leads that were converted to opportunities of the “Enterprise” category or only opportunities
with issued orders.

3.
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Sales pipeline setup procedure
Specify the sales pipeline parameters on the setup page (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Sales pipeline setup page
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Set up web page
The “Web page“ dashboard tile is designed to display web pages on a dashboard. For example, you can set up
displaying an engine page, an online currency converter or your corporate website page.

The configuration is performed in the web page designer: You can open the designer page by adding a new “Web
page” tile to the dashboard or by editing the existing tile.

The setup procedure is as follows:

Populate the Title field – the name that will be displayed on the dashboard for this tile. The field is required.1.

Specify the filtering conditions on the How to filter detail:

Use this detail to specify conditions for selecting the data for building the sales pipeline. For example, to
display the sales dynamics within the sales pipeline for a certain owner only, specify the required owner in the
filter conditions. Opportunities with the ”Closed lost”, ”Closed won”, ”Closed rejected” and ”Closed rerouted”
statuses are not taken into account.

2.

Populate the fields on the How to associate with section data detail:

[ Connect ... object with ... section by field ] – populate the field if you want to display the data only for the
selected records of the current section. For example, specify the “Opportunity“ value. As a result, the pipeline
will only be built based on the records whose [ Opportunity ] field contains the same value as in the similar field
of the [ Opportunity ] object.

Note. The sales pipeline is built based on the [ Stage in opportunity ] object records

If you leave this field empty, the filters applied in the section will not be considered when building the pipeline.

The field is not displayed when setting up analytics in the [ Dashboards ] section.

3.

Populate the fields on the How to display detail:

[ Period by default ] – a standard filtration period to be used in the quick filter for the sales pipeline, for
example, “Current month“.

Note. You can find more information about the quick filter in the “Quick filter“ article.

4.

In the Title field, populate the title of the web page.1.

Page URL – the link to the web-page to display on the dashboard. The URL must include the protocol type
(“http”, “https”), for example, “http://www.creatio.com”.
If your Creatio application uses secure data transfer protocol (“https”), the “Web page” dashboards will
support only links with secure protocol. The pages that use unsecured “http” protocol will not be displayed in
the “Web page” dashboards on Creatio sites that use “https”.
If the application website uses “http” protocol, the “Web page” dashboards will support both “http” and
“https” links.

Note. To add a Youtube video to the dashboard, use the link specified on the [ HTML- code ] tab, which
opens when you click the [ Share ] button on the video page.

2.
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To configure the width or color of the dashboard tile border, specify CSS styles in the Styles field. Note that
you can only use CSS to set up the styles in this dashboard tile, the HTML styles will not apply. For example, if
you enter the following parameters: “border-width: medium; border-color: red; border-style: solid”, the border
will be of average width and red color.

Note. Website-wide restriction to display other sites using iframe will prevent the “Web page”
dashboards from displaying. Such restrictions may be part of website security policy. You can check if
similar restrictions exist on a website using a web-browser console (in most browsers, you can open
the console by pressing F12). The iframe restriction is enabled if the console displays the following
errors: X-Frame-Options: DENY or X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN.

3.
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